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                 SUPPLEMENTAL MOTION IN LIMINE REGARDING
16                PROPOSED EXPERT WITNESS RICHARD OFSHE

17       In a motion in limine filed on October 4, 1996, we opposed

18  the testimony of Dr. Richard Of she.  In light of Artt's outline

19  of Of she's proposed testimony, we renew our motion in limine.

20       In contrast to Artt's first proffer that Of she would testify

21  that Artt's confession was involuntary and unreliable, the

22  October 29 summary indicates that Of she will testify that the

23  confession was involuntary~, unreliable, and ultimately false.

24  See Summary of Of she Testimony.   Artt has thus expanded the scope

25  of the expert testimony from involuntariness to involuntariness

26  and falsity.
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  1      We question that Ofhse's purported area of expertise is

  2 recognized in the scientific community.  We question that there

  3 is a scientific basis for his expert opinion that whether a con-.

  4 fession is voluntary and true can be determined by identifiable

  5 factors.  Finally, we question whether these topics, and partic-

  6 ularly the final topic, are appropriate for expert testimony at

  7 all, much less in this case.

  8      We recognize that the Court has indicated that the

  9 voluntariness of Artt's confession is a relevant issue.   However,

10  the proffered expert testimony is relevant only if the Court

11  intends this extradition hearing to include, at bottom, a new

12  full-blown suppression hearing.   We disagree that Article 3(a)

13  authorizes a retrial of a suppression hearing in the requesting

14  state or a retrial of the fugitive's conviction.

15        As the Court is aware, Artt had a seven day suppression

16  hearing in 1983, the transcript of which we will present to the

17  Court.'  Artt testified for over two days about the

18  circumstances under which his confession was taken.   He alleged

19  physical abuse, that one officer hit him across the head four

20  times and also hit him around his armpit, but he also testified

21  that this alleged mistreatment did not cause him to confess.

22       Instead, he ascribed his confession to a very different

23  coercion:  he claimed that he was impelled to confess by the

24  officers' statements that he faced 30 years' imprisonment and

25

26         It is our understanding that Artt does not object to its
    admissibility.  Judge Kelly's findings may be found at pp. 39-56
27  of the extradition request filed in this Court in 1992.
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  1 would lose his wife and son and by their promises that if he gave

  2 a remorseful confession he would only serve seven years' imprison-

  3 ment.  He stated, repeatedly, that he confessed because he was

  4 fearful of losing his family and he believed that he had no other

  5 choice.

  6      Following Artt's testimony, the officers who questioned him

  7 upon his arrest testified at the suppression hearing and disputed

  8 Artt's account.    The trial judge thereafter made specific and

  9 detailed findings on the credibility of the witnesses and their

10  competing versions of the interrogations.  He found Artt to be

11  not credible; under the law of Northern Ireland, Artt's

12  confession was voluntary and admissible; and there was no cause

13  for exercise of his discretion to exclude the evidence or dismiss

14  its weight.

15       Notwithstanding this record, Artt proffers Of she as an

16  expert to opine that the circumstances, as recounted by Artt,

17  under which his confession was taken (as well as other alleged

18  circumstances that Artt did not mention in his 1983 testimony)

19  could only have resulted in a confession that is involuntary

20  under some undefined standard.   For example, the proffer states:

21       The precipitating factor, however, was classic coercion.
         Detective Hylands said that he would personally see to it
22       that Mr. Artt rotted in jail for the rest of his life. Mr.
         Artt was then offered a strong incentive if he confessed.
23       He was told that if he gave a remorseful statement he might
         get out in 7 years and be able to rejoin his family,
24       otherwise he faced a 30-year sentence.

25  Ofshe Proffer, p. 3 91 16.  However, as noted above, the late Det.

26  Insp. Hylands testified at the suppression hearing and denied

27
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  I making that statement.   2/15/83 Tr. B.C. 10.  The trial court

  2 also rejected that the officers, Hylands included, offered Artt

  3 seven years' imprisonment for a remorseful confession and

  4 threatened 30 years' imprisonment without the confession.   See

  5 Extradition Request, p. 55.  Of she's opinion is relevant only if

  6 the Court, disregarding that the trial court has already made

  7 factual findings on these matters, assumes the credibility of

  8 Artt's testimony, assumes the incredibility of the testifying

  9 officers, and ignores or rejects the factual and legal

10  conclusions of the trial court.

11       Nor is this the limit of Of she's proposed testimony.  Of she

12  will also testify as to how a confession may be determined to be

13  untrue and will give an expert opinion, based on the record in

14  the 1983 case, that Artt's confession "in all likelihood" (Of she

15  Proffer, p. 3 ¶ 15) was untrue.  Ofshe's "expert" view is that

16  whether a confession is truthful or false can be determined by

17  examining the details of the confession and comparing it against

18  the facts of the crime that were known to the government or that

19  should have been known to the person making the confession.   In

20  other words, the expert can analyze the confession to determine

21  whether it "fits" the known facts.   The determination of

22  truthfulness, however, has long been assigned to factfinders and

23  is particularly within the competence of a trial judge.   We

24  disagree that this is an appropriate topic for expert testimony.

25  In addition, Of she's theory--that Artt's confession is

26  demonstrably false because he failed to supply a wealth of

27  details to corroborate his account (Of she Proffer, p. 4 ¶ 20)--
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  1 was vigorously argued to the trial judge in 1983, who considered

  2 and rejected them.    Moreover, if Artt is extradited he can

  3 attempt these arguments in an appeal from his conviction.

  4       A.  General Reauirements of Admissibility.  In Daubert v.

  5 Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals. Inc., 113 S. Ct. 2786 (1993), the

  6 Supreme Court explicated the trial court's gatekeeping role in

  7 determining the admissibility of expert scientific testimony

  8 under Fed. R. Evid. 702.2   In essence, the Court ruled that when

  9 faced with a proffer of expert scientific testimony, the trial

10  judge must determine if the proffered testimony is "scientific-

11  ally valid" and if it properly can be applied to the facts at

12  issue.  113 5. Ct. at 2796.   To be admissible, the expert testi-

13  mony must first pertain to "scientific knowledge," which, in

14  turn,  "connotes more than subjective belief or unsupported specu-

15  lation."  Id. at 2795.    In assuring that the proffered evidence

16  is scientifically valid, Daubert states that the trial court

17  should inquire whether, inter alia, the proffered evidence (1)

18  can be, and has been, tested;  (2) has been subjected to peer

19  review and publication;   (3) admits of a known potential rate of

20  error; and (4) enjoys "widespread acceptance" ~, to the con-

21  trary, "has been able to attract only minimal support within the

22

23  _______________________

24        2 To be sure, the Federal Rules of Evidence do not apply in
    this proceeding.   Nonetheless, as the Court explained with
25  respect to respondents' request for judicial notice, the evidence
    rules at least instruct the Court in its rulings on evidentiary
26  issues.  We do not read Artt's proffer here to suggest that the
    Court should disregard Rule 702.
27
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  1  [scientific] community."   113 S. Ct. at 2696-97.~ As the Ninth

  2  Circuit thereafter explained, "the party proffering the evidence

  3  must explain the expert's methodology and demonstrate in some

  4  objectively verifiable way that the expert has both chosen a

  5  reliable scientific method and followed it faithfully." Daubert

  6  v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceutical. Inc., 43 F.3d 1311, 1319 n.h  (9th

  7  Cir. 1995) (decision following remand; hereinafter "Daubert

  8  III").

  9      The second prong of analysis is the "proper application to

10   the facts at issue." This prong, commonly known as the "fit"

11   requirement, "goes primarily to relevance." Daubert, 113 5. Ct.

12   at 2795. The Ninth Circuit underscored the importance of testing

13   for "fit" under Rule 702, particularly in the context of "diffi-

14   cult" scientific testimony:

15       The Supreme Court * * * obviously did not intend the
         second prong of Rule 702 to be merely a reiteration of
16       the general relevancy requirement of Rule 402.   In
         elucidating the "fit" requirement, the Supreme Court
17       noted that scientific expert testimony carries special
         dangers to the fact finding process because it "can be
18       both powerful and quite misleading because of the
         difficulty in evaluating it." 113 5. Ct. at 2798. * * *
19       *  Federal judges must therefore exclude proffered
         scientific evidence under Rules 702 and 403 unless they
20       are convinced that it speaks clearly and directly to an
         issue in dispute in a case, and that it will not
21       mislead the jury.

22   Daubert III, 43 F.3d at 1321 n.17 (emphasis supplied); a~g also

23   _______________________

24       ~ On this point, the Supreme Court ruled that while the
     previous "general acceptance" test was no longer the talisman of
25   admissibility under Rule 702, "widespread acceptance can be an
     important factor in ruling particular evidence admissible."
26   Daubert, 113 5. Ct. at 2797.  "A known technique that has been



     able to attract only minimal support within the community * * *
27   may properly be viewed with skepticism." Id. (citation omitted).
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  I  Cavallo v. Star Enterprise, 892 F. Supp. 756, 762 (E.D. Va. 1995)

  2  (while courts may not exclude expert testimony because they

  3  disagree with ultimate conclusion reached, courts obligated to

  4  insure that the conclusion is reliable, that is, that there is a

  5  scientifically valid link between the sources or studies

  6  consulted and the conclusion reached); In re: Paoli RR Yard PCB

  7  Litigation, 35 F.3d 717, 745 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 115 S. Ct.

  8  1253 (1995)("Any step that renders the analysis unreliable under

  9  the Daubert factors renders the expert's testimony inadmissible.

10   This is true whether the step completely changes a reliable

11   methodology or merely misapplies that methodology").4 To be

12   sure, there is no concern about misleading a -jury here, but the

13   exclusion of evidence that usurps the function of the factfinder

14   still applies.

15       B.  Artt has not Established that Dr. Ofshe's Views Meet the

16   Daubert Standard.  Respondent, as the proponent of his expert

17   scientific testimony, bears the burden of making this showing.

18   Artt's proffer has not established the necessary elements.

19   Indeed, Artt's proffer does not address these elements at all.

20   _______________________

21       ~ As another federal court recently put it:

22       It is central to the concept of expert testimony that
         such testimony is only admissible if it speaks in terms
23       of probabilities instead of possibilities.   According-
         ly, a scientific opinion that cannot establish a proba
24       bility cannot be the basis on which a reasonable iuror
         can find in favor of a proposition.
25



     Thomas v. Fag Bearings Corp., 846 F. Supp. 1382, 1393 (W.D. Mo.
26   1994) (emphasis supplied), quoting Twin City Plaza. Inc. v.
     Central Surety & Ins. Corp., 409 F.2d 1195, 1200 (8th Cir. 1969).
27
     Supp. Hot. in Limine
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  1      First, the proffer does not indicate that there is any

  2 consensus in the scientific community on a definition of

  3 voluntariness, on the factors that render a confession voluntary

  4 or reliable, and on the certainty that persons who confess always

  5 tell the entire story and always give a narrative sufficient to

  6 "fit" the known details of the crime (i.e., give a confession

  7 that can "scientifically" be determined to be accurate).

  8      In addition, the material produced by Of she does not present

  9 any greater scientific basis for his expert views than does

10  Artt's proffer.   The proffer states only that Of she has "studied

11  more than 100 interrogations" but it does not indicate that there

12  is a consensus in the community as to what makes a statement

13  voluntary or reliable.   Nor does the proffer indicate that the

14  expert scientific community supports Of she's theory that the

15  factors that make a confession involuntary can be scientifically

16  identified.5

17       C.  The Proffered Testimony Must Be Excluded For Lack of

18
         ~ Until respondent submitted a proffer of Of she's testimony
19  we could only speculate as to his analysis and ultimate opinion.
    As we explained at the November 4, 1996, hearing, there is
20  another expert, currently unavailable, who has information
    pertinent to Of she's acceptance in the scientific community. We
21  believed it inappropriate to obtain an advance declaration from
    our potential expert based only on a guess as to Of she's actual
22  expert evidence.  This unavailable expert will be reachable by
    the end of this week.   As counsel for Artt indicated in court,
23  Of she is in Berkeley.  Though Artt opposes this for strategic
    reasons, in light of his belated production of the Of she
24  information, we believe the Court should defer the expert
    testimony to permit it to consider our motion in limine and also



25  possibly, under Daubert, a declaration on the subject of the
    scientific community's acceptance of the notion that there is a
26  scientific consensus on the definition of voluntary and a
    scientific consensus on how to determine if a confession is
27  voluntary and true.
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  1 "Fit."  To admit expert scientific evidence, the proponent must

  2 show not only that the conclusions are "scientifically valid"

  3 (i.e., reached through reliable, scientifically-grounded method-

  4 ology), but also that the proffered testimony "fits" the pertin-

  5 ent facts, i.e., "speaks clearly and directly to an issue in

  6 dispute in the case."   Daubert III, 43 F.3d at 1321 n.17.  Artt

  7 claims that the proffered testimony satisfies this "fit" require-

  8 ment because, he contends, the method of interrogation attempted

  9 to elicit a false confession.   But, to satisfy the instant "fit"

10  requirement, respondent must demonstrate that the proffered

11  testimony indeed "speaks directly and clearly" to the disputed

12  issue.

13       In this case the disputed issue is the intent of the govern-

14  ment.  The "trumped up charge" prong, as we argued previously,

15  looks to whether the government made up a criminal charge against

16  the fugitive in order to punish him on account of his protected

17  status.  The issue under that prong is thus not whether Artt's

18  confession followed from psychological or physical coercion, but

19  whether the government knew when it charged and prosecuted Artt

20  that he did not kill Albert Miles.  Of she's testimony does not

21  and cannot speak to this issue and is, therefore, irrelevant and

22  inadmissible.

23       Nor is his expert testimony relevant to the issue whether

24  Artt was prejudiced at his trial.   To the extent that the volun-



25  tariness of his confession could be an issue under this prong, it

26  is only so if in 1983 the trial court (1) applied a prejudicial

27
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  1 standard in assessing voluntariness ~4 (2) did so on account of

  2 Artt's protected status.

  3      D.  It is not ApproDriate to Entertain Expert Testimony on

  4 the Truthfulness of a Confession.  Finally, it is inappropriate

  5 for an expert to testify on a matter that explicitly invades the

  6 province of the factfinder.  For example, experts are not

  7 permitted to testify that particular witnesses are credible.

  8 United States v. Binder, 769 F.2d 595, 601 (9th Cir. 1985);

  9 United States v. Kime, 1996 WL 613134 *10.41 (8th Cir., October

10  25, 1996) (rejecting expert testimony on the reliability of

11  eyewitness identification; "when the layman juror would be able

12  to make a commonsense determination of the issue without the

13  technical aid of such an expert, the expert testimony should be

14  excluded as superfluous. Fed. R. Evid. 702, Advisory Committee's

15  Note.  And while Rule 704 has largely abrogated the bar against

16  expert testimony on ultimate issues, '[t]he abolition of the

17  ultimate issue rule does not lower the bars so as to admit all

18  options.'  Fed. R. Evid. 704, Advisory Committee's Note.").   As

19  noted above, the trial judge considered at length Artt's claim

20  that his confession was demonstrably untrue when the facts

21  contained therein were compared with the facts of the crime.

22  Assuming that this were a proper inquiry for the Court here- - a

23  point much in dispute--nothing that Of she proposes to testify



24  about adds anything to the Court's ability to make that same

25  commonsense determination.

26

27
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  1                              CONCLUS ION

  2       For the foregoing reasons, this Court should rule the

  3  testimony inadmissible.

  4

  5  Dated:  November 5,  1996

  6                                Respectfully submitted,

  7                                MICHAEL J. YAMAGUCHI
                                   United States Attorney
  8

  9                                _________________________________

                                   MARK N. ZANIDES
10                                 Assistant United States Attorney

11

12                                 SARA CRISCITELLI
                                   Department of Justice
13
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    212   The Psychology of False Confession: Research and Theoretical
Issues

    is that so many of the defendants were proven innocent by sheer luck
and
    good fortune. All the authors recognize that they were only dealing
with a
    small proportion of all cases of wrongful conviction. There can be
no doubt
    that for every proven case of wrongful conviction there are many
more that
    remain unproven.

               DEFINITIONS OF FALSE CONFESSION

    Ayling (1984) suggests two ways of defining "false confession".
First, there
    are those who are totally innocent of the crime they are alleged to
have
    committed, and according to Ayling they are probably few in number.
    Secondly, there are those who were involved in the alleged offence,
but
    overstated their involvement during custodial interrogation. Ayling
suggests
    that overstating one's involvement in a crime is much more common
than
    confessing to a crime one has had nothing to do with, although he
provides
    no data to substantiate his claim.
      Ofshe (1989) gives an interesting definition of false confession.
He states:

      "A confession is considered false if it is elicited in response to
a demand for a
      confession and is either intentionally fabricated or is not based
on actual
      knowledge of the facts that form its conteni" (p~ 13).



    This definition implies that a false confession can, theoretically,
be induced
    from both innoc~nt and guilty suspects. Thus, within Ofshe's
definition, it
    is possible for a guilty suspect who has no recollection of having
committed the
    alleged crime to be considered to be a "false confessor" when he is
manipulated
    into confessing to the details of something of which he has no
memory.        j

          ThE BROADER CONTEXT OF FALSE CONFESSIONS

    Although this Chapter principally covers false confessions within
the context
    of police interrogation, it is very important to be aware of the
broader context

                                                                        
I
    in which they may occur. In fact, false confessions may arise in a
variety of
    social, religious and political contexts (e.g. Sargant, 1957;
Berggren, 1975;
    Henningsen, 1980; Hepworth and Turner, 1980). Two contexts are
particularly
    relevant to this book, because of the types of psychological
coercion utilized
~,  trials and public confessions in Stalin's Russia (Beck and Godin,
1951; Leites
~   by the interrogators in order to extract a confession. There are the
"show"
    and Bernaut, 1954; Hinkle and Wolff, 1956) and the "coercive
persuasion"
    dAmecican military personnel and Western civilians by Chinese
communists
    (Orwell, 1951; Hunter, 1951, 1956; Lifton, 1958, 1961; Schein, 1956;
Schein,
    Schneier and Barker, 1961).
                                                                        
t

          Tr
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and                    The importance of the interrogation techniques of
the communists in
th a                 eliciting false confessions is well expressed by
Hinkle and Wolff (1956):'



mbt
that                    "The Communists are skilled in the extraction of
information from prisoners
                       and in making prisoners do their bidding. It has
appeared that they can force
                       men to confess to crimes which they have not
committed, and then, apparently,
                       to believe in the truth of their confessions and
express sympathy and gratitude
              $         toward those who have imprisoned them" (p. 116).

lere                 Beck and Godin (1951), whose book Russian Purge and
the Extraction of
tave                 Confession is based on their personal experiences
of victimization during the
ber.                 Yezhov period, estimate that between 5% and 10% of
the Soviet population
but                  was arrested between 1936 and 1939. The reasons for
these arrests were
rests                political and served to overcome any opposition to
the existing political
han                  regime. The extraction of confessions functioned to
justify these arrests and
ides                 were intended to reassure the public of these
persons' guilt. The interrogation
                     techniques applied were individualized according to
the characteristics and
ites:                resistance of the arrested person. Interrogations
were typically carried out
                     at night and combined beatings, extensive sleep-
deprivation, deprivation of
                     social contact, physical discomfort, threats and
intimidation. Beck and Godin's
                     book emphasizes the psychological aspects of these
interrogations. In many
                     instances beatings were not required. Neuerthekss,
almost everybody confessed:

                       "Years of experience had enabled the NKVD to
develop a technique of protracted
iced                   interrogation which practically no one was able
to re~,i5t" (p. 53).
ri, it
the                    One of the autbprs of the book, who was a
history-professor at the time
ated                 of his arrest, had been prepared for his arrest and
was determined not to
y.                   confess. After 50 days of interrogation he
eventually broke down and confessed
                     falsely to armed revolt and acts of terrorism:

                       "I had now found out why those involved in "show"
trials so readily admitted
                       every accusation, and the comparison with the
medieval witch-trials no longer
text                   seemed to me to be amusing. There are
circumstances in which a human being
text                   will confess to anything" (p. 161).
y of
~75;                   Lifton (1956, 1961) and Hinkle and Wolff (1956)
use the term "thought



arly                 reform" to describe the process of indoctrination
by the communists.
ized                 Similarly, Schein, Schneier and Barker (1961) use
the term "coercive
ow"                  persuasion". These terms can be used in a general
sense to describe
ites                 programmes
on
iists                  ..... of social influence that are capable of
preducing substantial behaviour and
em,                    attitude change through the use of coercive
tactics, persuasion, as well as
                       interpersonal and group.based influence
manipulations" (Ofshe, 1991a).
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                The critical features of these kinds of programmes
involve the extreme degz.~                 Th'
                of social control imposed, the immense attack on the
person's self.cone~t                     Not
                and environmental and social manipulation utilized to
maintain and   iforc~                   adr
                the behavioural and attitude change achieved (Lifton,
1961).
                  Cunningham (1973), who worked as a psychologist with
the British                            a r~
                                                                        
we)
                military, interviewed many of the 900 British prisoners
who were
                repatriated from Korea. What was most striking about
them was the findi~
                that about 80% had been interrogated so subtly by the
Chinese that                            sliC
                they did not even realize that they had been
interrogated! Cunningh~
                argues that the Chinese used a combination of
intelligence briefings and                      ree
                subtle interrogation techniques with intensive group
pressure for change
                  What were the main differences between the methods of
the Russians and
                Chinese interrogators? Hinkle and Wolff (1956) and
Lifton (1956) argue that                   we.
                the Chinese methods of extracting confessions were
influenced by the
                experience and practice of the Russian State Police, but
there were clear                     din
                differences.
;~re



                                                                        
wh
                                                                        
we
                1. The Russian confessions associated with the purge
formed a part of "the                    'in.
                   ritual of liquidation" (i.e. a way of fighting
political opposition), whereas    A~        sel
                   in China they were "more the vehicle of individual
reform" (Lifton, 1956;                  __
                   p. 193). Both were intended to facilitate or uphold
certain Governmental
                   regimes.-
                2. The C~inese utilized extensive group re-education
programmes ni
                   conjunction with confession extraction; a pfactice
which had not been                      fal
                3. The Chinese utilized social and emotional isolation
of prisoners more
                   utilized previous)y by the Russians.
                   selectively than the Russians. In fact, Schein,
Schneier and Barker (1961)
                   argue that whereas Russian interrogators relied on
understirnulation (i.e.

                   they tended to keep prisoners in social confinement),
the Chinese

.4'
                   interrogators tended to overstimulate their prisoners
(i.e. they prevented                   4
                   any privacy).
A               4. Unlike the Russians, the Chinese were using
confession extraction as a                     'ft
                   vehicle for much more extensive and lasting "thought
reform" changes
                   and indoctrination, where considerable emphasis was
placed upon
                  changing the prisoner's permanent values, attitudes
and beliefs.                            (19
                5. The Chinese used more subtle and manipulative
strategies and tactics
                  than the Russians, where the emphasis was on
exploiting human
                   interactions and psychological vulnerabilities rather
than using physical
               ~.*~jyio1ence. However, both the Russians and the Chinese
exploited human
                  'pulnerabilities and weaknesses which had been induced
or exacerbated
                     fatigue, sleep deprivation, insufficient or
inadequate diet, uncertainty,
                  ~sin, and general physical discomfort.
                8. -HInkle and Wolff (1956) argue that the procedures
used by the
                  Chinese were much less standardized than those
employed by the
                  Russians.

Ii
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                   The "Resisters" and "Cooperators" of the Communist
Regimes

                   Not all prisoners of the Chinese communists made
self-incriminating
                   admissions, and those who did, did so for different
reasons. Schein (1956) gives
                   a reasonably detailed description of the "resisters"
and cooperators". There
h                  were different types of resisters, but the majority
seemed to have been "well-
*e                 integrated resistance leaders" whose principal
characteristics were their
                   ability to form sound judgements in ambiguous or
poorly defined situations
it                 and to handle the reactions of the Chinese and the
other prisoners. Other
                   types of resisters included those men who had a long
history of rebellious
A                  resistance to all forms of authority and those whose
religious faith demanded
e.                 total non-cooperation with the Chinese.
1d                  The "cooperators" were of different types. There
were those, labelled "the
it                 weaklings", who were unable to withstand any physical
or psychological
                   discomfort. They were highly susceptible to
suggestions when placed under
                   pressure. The prisoners who were most vulnerable
"ideologically" were those
                   who had poor standing in the social community prior
to their arrest. These
                   were labelled "the low status persons" and tended to
be young and
TIO                unintelligent. Then there were the "bored or curious
intellectuals", who
                   seldom became ideologically confused or converted,
but who nevertheless
6;                 cooperated with the Chinese for stimulation and
instrumental gain (i.e. in
                   order to gain a reward or avoid punishment).
    - -             Hinkle and Wolff (1956), in their discussion of the
Russian and Chinese
                   interrogation techniques, argue that the people most



vbln~rable to making
                   false confessions-were those of high moral standing
because of their guilt
                   proneness. Possession of such a trait made them
susceptible to self-criticism
re                 which could easily be exploited by the interrogators.
Conversely, some
1)                 psychopathic individuals were seen as vulnerable in
the sense that their
e.                 behaviour could be easily influenced by rewards and
immediate instrumental
                   gain, rather than by self-criticism and guilt.

                   Theoretical Aspects of Communist Indoctrination

                   The most detailed model presently available on
coercive persuasion in the
                   context of communist indoctrination is that of
Schein, Schneier and Barker
                   (1961). The basis of their model has its origin in
Lewin's (1947) dynamic theory
CS                 of groups and organizations, where it is assumed that
beliefs, attitudes and
in
al                 values are closely integrated with one another around
people's self-concept
                   or self-image. The integration is dynamic rather than
static and there are
in
                   constant internal (e.g. needs and motives) and
external (requests, demands)
ad                 "forces" acting upon people which push them in
different directions. People
                   are aumed to be principally motivated to maintain
stable self-esteem and
                   to reduce uncertainty in their environment. These two
factors determine the
                   extent to which people's beliefs, attitudes, values
and behaviour can be
                   influenced by psychological manipulation.

                                Tr            -
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                   The process of change or influence gradually takes
place over a period of
                  time and consists of three basic stages, labelled as
"unfreezing", "changing"
                  and "refreezing" (Schein, Schneier and Barker, 1961,
pp. 117-139). "Un freezing"
                  refers to the process whereby the forces pushing



people towards confessing
                  are strengthened (e.g. persuading people that it is in
their own interest to
                  confess, that there is substantial evidence to link
them to the crime) whilst
                  forces maintaining resistance are weakened (e.g. by
tiredness, lack of sleep,
                  exhaustion, emotional distress).  Unfreezing is seen
as an essential
                  prerequisite for any change to occur.
                   Whereas "un freezing" is construed as being
principally influenced by the
                  needs and motives of the prisoner, "changing" is
viewed by Schein, Schneier
/
                  and Barker as being more cognitively determined. That
is, it involves an
                  active decision-making process which includes clear
ideas about the direction

                  in which prisoners are required to change. The basic
mechanism involves
                  the "identification" of the prisoner, in order to
establish a new identity or
                  frame of reference with the person (i.e. interrogator,
celimate) who constitutes
                  the sources of influence.
                   "Refreezing" refers to the new information or belief
being integrated into
                  the prisoner's self-concept and value system. In order
for this to be achieved
                  successfully, the new beliefs, attitudes, values and
behaviours need to be
                  reinforced, at least temporarily, by significant
others in the prisoner's
                  environment. Ofshe (1991a) draws attention to the
extent to which the
                  maintenance of such changes in attitudes tends to be
"environmentally
                  dependent" rather than "enduring". That is, once
people are removed from
                  the social support system that reinforces the attitude
change, then they are
                  likely to revert to their original beliefs.
                   In summary, for influence or change to take place,
there has to be an
                  incentive or a motive to change, the prisoner must
have some indication or
                  an idea about the direction in which he is to change,
and change needs to
                  be rewarded and reinforced for it to be sustained.
                   Schein, Schneier and Barker (1961) consider that the
main difference
                  between coercive persuasion and other kinds of
influence is the extent to
                  which the prisoner is confined involuntarily, or
coerced into remaining, for
                  exposure to "unfreezing pressures" from which there is
no escape and no
                  alternative sources of influence (p. 139). The authors
point to many parallels



                  between coercive persuasion in communist China and
that found in non-
                  communist settings, such as prisons, hospitals and the
military. The principal
                  components involve placing subjects in a situation
from which there is no
                  escape, whilst weakening their resistance to
influence, bombarding them with
                  "new" ideas and information, and isolating them from
outside influences that
                  could counteract the impact of the change.
                   Although Schein, Schneier and Barker do not
specifically discuss the
                  parallels between false confessions extracted by
communist interrogators and
                  interrogators in Europe and the United States of
America, theories about
                  the former have important implications about the
psychology of false
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d of                 confessions in general. Coercive persuasion is a
sociopsychological
ng"                  phenomenon involving a social process which can
take place in a variety of
ng"                  contexts. Understanding the basic mechanisms and
processes involved in
ing                  communist interrogations and indoctrination help to
further our knowledge
t to                 about some general principles which are applicable
to a variety of
ilst                 interrogative situations.
sep,                  Theoretically, the processes leading to attitude
change and confession,
tial                 respectively, may be independent, but Schein,
Schneier and Barker found
                     that the two processes were closely related; that
is, making a confession
the                  facilitates an attitude change and vice versa.
These findings are consistent
2ler                 with the more experimental results of Bem (1966,
1967) where it was found
an                   that making a "false confession" subsequently
resulted in subjects believing
;ion                 in the truthfulness of the confession. In other
words, saying may become
yes                  believing.
,'or                  Schein, Schneier and Barker provide an excellent
review of different
2tes                 theoretical explanations for coercive persuasion
within the context of
                     communist indoctrination. They review four major
theoretical orientations,



nto                  which fall under the following general headings:
"psychophysiological
ved                  theories"; "learning theories"; "psychoanalytic
theories"; and "sociopsycho-
 be                  logical theories". The authors argue that each
theoretical orientation provides
er's                 an important contribution to the understanding of
the "unfreezing",
the                  "changing" and "refreezing" of the prisoners'
beliefs, attitudes, values and
ally                 behaviour during the indoctrination process.
However, no one theory, or a
~rn..                group of theories with similar orientation, can
satisfactorily explain all the
are                  mechanisms ~nd processes involved. Nevertheless,
bach theory contributes
                     in unique ways and, taken together, the various
theories provide a good
an                   understanding of the overall processes involved.
~ or                  The most noteworthy ~psychophysiologieal theories,
according to Schein,
s to                 Schneier and Barker (1961), are those of Hinkle and
Wolff (1956), Sargant
                     (1957) and Hunter (1951, 1956). The theory of
Hinkle and Wolff is perhaps
nce                  the most impressive. Here the psychological changes
taking place in the
 to                  prisoners are seen as the result of mental and
physical exhaustion, which
for                  was brought about by a combination of psychological
and physiological stress
no                   over a long period of time. The source of the
psychological stress was isolation,
lels                 dependency, uncertainty and induction of guilt.
Physiological stress resulted
ion-                 from fatigue, deprivation of sleep, hunger, pain
and low room temperature.
pal                  The mental and physical exhaustion made prisoners
more receptive to
no                   influence because they were confused, their
thinking had become uncritical,
ith                  and they were in a state of heightened
suggestibility. Hinkle and Wolff argued
hat                  that once the immediate pressure was relieved (i.e.
the prisoner was released
                     and free of the communist environment) then the
effect of the conversion
the                  disappeared in a matter of weeks. However, they
recognized that some
and                  prisoners' attitudes and behaviour appeared to be
permanently changed.
out                   Sargent (1957) relies heavily on Pavlov's
experimental induction of neuroses
ilse                 in dogs as the basis for his explanation of
coercive persuasion. Severe stress is

                 - ------I- J flE-j~~5
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                  viewed as producing cortical inhibition and emotional
breakdown, which result
                  in heightened susceptibility to suggestion. According
to Sargant, similar
                  outcome may arise in the case of other stressors, such
as those associated with
                  some hospital treatments (e.g. psychotherapy, drug
treatment).
                   Hunter (1951, 1956) gives less formulated theoretical
reasoning for the
                  effects of coercive persuasion than Hinkle and Wolff
and Sargant, but his
                  theory, like those of the other authors, emphasizes
the importance of the
                  deleterious effects of mental and physical stress,
which results in a state of
                  confusion so that the prisoner is unable to
distinguish between "what is true
                  and what is untrue" (Hunter, 1956, p. 67).

/
                   According to Schein, Schneier and Barker, the three
theories discussed
                  above emphasize, in terms of a basic mechanism, the
enhanced suggestibility
                  and uncritical thinking that commonly result from
mental and physical stress
                  and exhaustion. Furthermore, the three theories imply
that the "new" beliefs,
                  attitudes, values and behaviour coexist with the
previous ones, rather than
                  becoming fully integrated into the personality of the
prisoner. This has
                  important implications because it suggests that
attempts at indoctrination
                  have no long-lasting or permanent psychological
changes upon the prisoner
                  once he is repatriated.
                   Schein, Schneier and Barker disagree that
psychophysiological stress
                  necessarily produces a state of uncritical thinking
and high suggestibility.
                  They prefer to argue that severe stress facilitates
"unfreezing" and is an
                  incentive to change. The problem with the Chinese
interrogators, according
                  to Schein, Schneier and Barker, was that they were not
very clear or explicit
                  about the ways in which the prisoners should change.
In other words, there
                  were no explicit or implicit suggestions given by the
interrogators, although
                  the prisoners were all subjected to immens~ -pressure
to change. They had



                  to work out, by trial and error it seems, how
precisely they were to change.
                   Schein, Schneier and Barker argue that the
psychophysiological theories
                  help explain how "unfreezing" was facilitated by
severe stress and how
                  resistance was weakened over time, but they do not at
all address the
                  processes of "changing" and "refreezing". For these
important processes we
                  need to look at learning, psychoanalytic and
sociopsychological theories.
                   The Schein, Schneier and Barker review of learning
theories identifies three
                  main approaches, all of which rely in varying degrees
on Pavlovian
                  conditioning. First, Meerloo (1954) presents a rather
loosely defined and poorly
                  argued theory about Chinese interrogators, where the
behaviour of prisoners
                  is said to be controlled by "negative and positive
stimuli" (p. 810). Negative
                  stimuli included physical and mental pressure, fatigue
and hunger, which
                  resulted in mental submission. Positive stimuli for
desired behaviour included
                  food and verbal praise. Second, there is Sargant's
(1957) extension of Pavlov's
                  experimental theory of neuroses, which was discussed
in relation to
                  psychophysiological theories of stress. Third, there
is the work of Santucci
                  and Winokur (1955) and Farber, Harlow and West (1957).
Here the principles

                  of Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning are
combined, and this is the

           4,
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                       learning approach favoured by Schein, Schneier
and Barker. The argument
                       is that anxiety and guilt are conditioned by
threats and punishments and
                       this eventually results in compliant behaviour as
a way of reducing conflict.
                       Once compliant behaviour occurs then it is
selectively reinforced by the



                       interrogators.
   his                  Schein, Schneier and Barker argue that
psychoanalytic formulations of
   the                 confessions obtained by Communists point to the
importance of an
   e of                authoritarian superego, in conjunction with a
relatively weak ego, as a
true                   predisposition and proneness to being influenced
easily by people in authority.
                       Similarly, Meerloo's psychoanalytic formulations
(1951, 1954), emphasize the
ssed                   importance of guilt. External pressures weaken
the ego's ability to fight and
ility                  cope with pressure, whilst dependency needs and
childhood hostilities are
ress                   reactivated by the prison environment and produce
guilt, which acts as an
iefs,                  internal pressure to confess.
han                     Cunningham (1973) gives an excellent
illustration of how unresolved
has             I      childhood conflicts were identified and exploited
by the Chinese. Each prisoner
tion                   was required to write out a detailed
autobiography of his or her childhood,
mer                    from which psychological weaknesses and
vulnerabilities were identified.
                       These were subsequently used by the Chinese to
create stress and induce
ress                   feelings of guilt.
lity.                   Schein, Schneier and Barker discuss a number of
theories relevant to
   an                  persuasive interrogation, which they believe fall
under the general heading
ling                   of sociopsychological theories. These include
theories that focus on the self-
li~it...               concept and identity (Lifton, 1956), cognitive
dissonance (Festinger, 1957),
~ere                   group pressure tAsch, 1951, 1952) and differences
between "internalization",
ugh                    "identification'~ and "compliance" (Kelman,
1958).
had                     According to Schein, Schneier and Barker changes
in self-concept and
nge.                   identity are central to explaining "the breaking
poixit" and why prisoners'
ries                   beliefs and values changed, but theories relying
on this explanation (e.g.
how                    Lifton, 1956) fail to specify how the change
comes about. "Breaking point"
the                    is viewed by Schein, Schneier and Barker as a
psychological phenomenon
~ we                   in which self-concept is central and where
prisoners can be trained to resist
es.                    interrogative pressure (p. 233).
-iree                   Festinger's (1957) theory of dissonance has
implications for confessions
zian                   because it postulates that it is the behavioural
commitment of the confession
orly                   which produces dissonance (i.e. a special type of
conflict), which is in turn
riers                  reduced by change in belief and attitudes.



Schein, Schneier and Barker point
tive                   out several limitations of dissonance theory when
it is applied to coercive
tiich                  persuasion. For example, they view the theory as
oversimplif~'ing the thinking
ided                   process, because changes in attitudes and beliefs
may precede as well as follow
ov 's                  a confession.
~ to                    Early workers in the field of social influence
did not make a clear conceptual
ucci                   or theoretical distinction between private
acceptance of information and
ples                   compliance (McCauley, 1989). The experimental
work of Kelman (1958)
the                    indicated three distinct processes of social
influence, which he labelled

                                  ~Tr
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                  "compliance", "identification", and "internalization".
Compliance was said                      V
                  to occur when people agreed with propositions without
private acceptance                        in
                  for some instrumental gain (i.e. in order to gain a
reward or avoid
                  punishment). Internalization implied that people
privately accepted the
                  proposition offered and it became integrated into
their belief system.
                  Identification occurred when people accepted influence
because they desired
                  to emulate the agent of influence.
                    Schein, Schneier and Barker consider Kelman's work
as an important
                  contribution to the understanding of coercive
persuasion. Its main
                  contribution is to highlight different mechanisms of
change which lead to                      an
/
                  different types of outcome. The main problem seems to
be that one does not                     wh
                  know to what extent the three distinct processes may
overlap or interact,                      we
                  For example, is it possible that compliance may lead
to identification or                      wo
                  internalization? Similarly, identification may lead to
internalization or
                  compliance.
att
 4                  Many of the theories discussed above in relation to
communist interrogation                  sin



                  and indoctrination are relevant to false confession
within the context of police               evi
                  interrogation, as will become evident later in this
Chapter.

                              RETRACTED OR DISPUTED CONFESSIONS
                                                                        
F
                  Dr MacKeith and I (Gudjonsson and MacKeith, 1988) have
drawn a distinction                     wh
                  between false and retracted confessions. A retracted
confession consists of                    ma
                  the suspect*or defendant declaring that the self-
incriminating admission or                    off
                  confession he made is false. As a result the
copfession may be disputed at                     of I
                  the suspect's forthcqming trial. This does not
necessarily mean that the                       fir~
                  confession that the suspect made is false, because
guilty people as well as                    of ~
                  innocent pe6ple may retract their confession before
the case goes to court,                    fin'
                    In exceptional circumstances a confession may be
disputed at the trial, even                  II
                  when the suspect has not formally retracted it. This
probably happens more                     mt
                  often in adversarial proceedings where the onus is on
the prosecution to prove                 a n
                  their case rather than establishing the suspect's
guilt or innocence by                        aft.
                  inquisitorial means. In such a case the confession may
be made inadmissible                    cor
                  in com't because of legal technicality (e.g. breaches
of existing Codes of                      Ii
                  Practice). A suspect or defendant may also dispute
that he actually made the                   con
                  confession in the first place. He may allege that the
confession was fabricated                thi
                  by the police. In such instances the police may allege
that the defendant made
                  the confession but refused to sign it (Graef, 1990).
Even if the self-                         1.
                  incriminating statement is signed by the suspect he
may allege that the police                 2.
                  officers made the statement up and he just signed it.
3.
                    Oral confessions, or so-called "verbals", pose great
problems. These consist
                  of the police alleging that the suspect stated orally
that he had committed                    4.
                  the crime or implying that he was somehow involved.
Many instances of such

                           m                     .-.~ -,
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 id                 "verbals" have been shown to be fabricated by the
police, as was mentioned
 ce                 in Chapter 2. In the words of one British police
officer:
 id
 he                   "There are lots of side-steps in the police. They
rarely stick to testimony. The
                      classic case is verbals. One of the magistrates
actually said, 'Well, it's very hard
                      for this court to believe that the PCs, Sergeants
and Inspectors all collaborated
 ed                   to produce this evidence'. Of course, this is
precisely what they'd bloody done"
                      (Graef, 1990, p. 278).
 nt
                     Verbal confessions to people other than the police
can be allowed in evidence
 to                 and require no corroboration in English law. A good
illustration of this is
 iot                what happened in the recent trial concerning the
attempted murder of the
 ct.                well-known English boxing promoter Frank Warren.
Terry Marsh, a former
 or                 world boxing champion, was charged with the
attempted murder of Mr
 or                 Warren. Marsh was alleged to have made a verbal
confession about the
                    attempted murder to another prisoner whilst on
remand in prison. In the
 on                 sununing up the judge, Mr Justice Fennell, stated
with regard to the prisoner's
ice                 evidence about Marsh's confession:

                      "As a matter of strict law, his evidence does not
require corroboration. But in
                      my judgment and my direction to you, it would be
very wise indeed to look for
                      independent support before you proceeded to act on
the basis of his evidence"
                      (The Times, 1990).

                     Establishing the "ground truth" is often difficult
or impossible in cases
                    where confessions have been retracted. The "ground
truth" refers to factual
 of                 matters that can .either be incriminating or
exonerate the suspect. In cases
 or                 of false confession such evidence may include
subsequent arVest or conviction
 at                 of the real culprit, the discovery that no crime had
been committed in the
;he                 first place (e.g. the alleged murder victim turning
up alive), or the discovery
 as                 of some "new~~ evidence (e.g. new alibi witnesses,
psychological or psychiatric



irt.                findings).
'en                  The time of the retraction may vary greatly. Some
suspects declare their
 re                 innocence at the first opportunity (e.g. immediately
the pressure is off, when
we                  a relative or a solicitor visits), while others
retract days, weeks or even years
by                  afterwards. In some circumstances the suspect may
never withdraw the
ble                 confession, even though it is false.
 of                  It is worth bearing in mind that it is very
unlikely that all genuine false
he                  confessions are eventually retracted. There could be
a number of reasons for
;ed                 this, as follows:
ide
elf.                1. The suspect falsely confessed to protect somebody
else;
                    2. The suspect believes there is no point in
retracting the confession;
                    3. The suspect wants to be punished for the crime he
confessed to, even
3ist                  though he did not commit it;
ted                 4. Having confessed to the crime, the suspect
prefers to plead guilty to the
ach                   charge rather than dispute it, even though he is
innocent;

                           S
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                   5.  The person believes that he has committed the
offence, even though he
                       has no memory of having carried out the act;
m
                   6. The suspect, or a prisoner serving a prison
sentence, "confesses" to further                ar
                       offences in order to assist the police in
improving their crime figures                    ar
                       (Graef, 1990). Such confessions are referred to
as offences "taken into
                       consideration". This type of confession was
briefly discussed in Chapter                   th
                       2 in relation to allegations concerning the Kent
Police,                                   of
                                                                        
TI
                     How commonly are confessions retracted? This may



vary considerably                           to
                   internationally or even within the same country.
Inbau, Reid and Buckley                       be
/
                   (1986) go as far as to suggest that most guilty
suspects subsequently retract                  M
                   their confessions. They state:

                      "Most confessed criminal offenders will
subsequently deny their guilt and allege
                      that they either did not confess or else were
forced or induced to do so by physical
                      abuse, threats or promise of leniency.
Occasionally, the defendant in a criminal
                      case will even go so far as to say that he was
compelled to sign a written                 cc
                      confession without reading it or having had it
read to him, or that he was forced
                      to place his signature on a blank sheet of paper
and all that appears above it
                      was inserted later" (p. 176).
cc
                                                                        
is
                     As discussed in Chapter 3, Inbau, Reid and Buckley
do not consider the                      ~1
                   possibility that anybody who retracts a previously
made confession could                      m
                   possibly be innocent. They work on the misguided
assumption that their
                   recommended tactics and techniques never induce an
innocent person to
                   falsely confess. There are sulfl.cient numbers. of
proven cases of innocent                   W
                   persons ratracting false confessions to demonstrat~
that this belief of Inbau,                cc
                   Reid and Buckley is unfounded. What their statement
does highlight is the                     tE
                   fact that criminal suspects very commonly retract
their previously made                       p]
                   confessions to the police and give various excuses
for having done so. Inbau,                 t1
                   Reid and Buckley are wrong to assume that all such
retractions involve guilty
                   people claiming to be innocent.
                     The process of denial may continue to operate after
people have been                        1.
                   convicted. In a recent study, Kennedy and Grubin
(1991) found that convicted                  2.
                   sex offenders who pleaded guilty to their offence at
the time of their trial
                   begin to deny their offences once they are in prison.
As we saw in Chapter
                   2, this process of denial may serve some important
psychological functions.
                     There is indication from the outcome in Crown Court
trials that defendants
                   commonly dispute their confession, particularly in a
large city like London.                  w
                   For example, in the study by Baldwin and McConville
(1980), which was                         A



                   quoted in some detail in Chapter 4, about 10% of the
defendants assessed
                   in Birmingham and 24% of those in the London sample
pleaded "not guilty"                      1.
                   at their trial after having provided the police with
a written confession.                    2.
                   Taking into account both verbal and written
confessions, over 25% of those
                   who pleaded "not guilty" at their trial in the two
cities had verbal and written
                   confessions recorded against them. Not surprisingly,
verbal confessions were

                           Jr
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j
                             much more frequently disputed at the trial
than written confessions. Kalven
 to further                  and Zeisel (1966), in an American study,
found that about 20% of confessions
 ne figures                  are disputed when cases go to court.
taken into                    Although not pleading guilty cannot be
directly equated with a retraction of
 n Chapter                   the confession, these results support the
argument that a sizeable proportion
                             of defendants in criminal trials retract
their previously made confessions.
                             There may be significant differences
between cities and countries in the extent
nsiderably                   to which defendants do this. The
implications of the differences in the figures
A Buckley                    between London and Birmingham are not
discussed by Baldwin and
itly retract                 McConville.

nd allege                                 THE INNOCENT PLEADING GUILTY
 physical
 criminal                    It would be expected that suspects who
falsely confess would retract their
 written                     confessions before their cases went to
trial. However, there is evidence that
:as forced
 above it                    some defendants in criminal trials may
plead guilty to offences they did not
                             commit (Dell, 1971; Bottoms and McClean,
1976). How often this happens
                             is not known, but the results from Dell's
(1971) important survey of female



)nsider the                  prisoners in Holloway Prison indicates that
"inconsistent pleading" was a
ssion could                  major problem in the lower courts in the
early 1970s.
 that their                   Dell (1971) found that of 527 women tried
at Magistrates' Courts, 106(20%)
 person to                   had claimed to the researchers that they
were innocent of the offence with
 f innocent                  which tbey were charged. Of these 106
womeu, 56 (53%) pleaded guilty in
ef of Inbau,                 court. Dell refers to these women as
"inconsistentpleaders". She compared
light is the                 them with~ a control group of 47 women who
s~laimed to be innocent and
 usly made                   pleaded not guilty. The inconsistent
pleaders iiv~re found to be younger than
e so. Inbau,                 the other women, but both groups had
similar social and medical backgrounds.
volve guilty                 Four further differences between the two
grouTps emerged:

 have been                   1. Inconsistent pleaders were more commonly
charged with offences related
it convicted                    to public disorder, such as soliciting
and drunkenness, than the control group.
 their trial                 2. They were less commonly legally
represented at court.
                             3. Inconsistent pleaders were less likely
than the controls to be remanded
in Chapter                      in custody prior to their trial.
I functions.
defendants                   4. A large number of the inconsistent
pleaders had no previous convictions.
ike London.                  What reasons did the inconsistent pleaders
give for their inconsistency?
which was                    According to Dell, the most common reasons
given by the women were
its assessed
'not guilty"                 1. Police pressure and persuasion;
confession.                  2. They saw no point in denying the
allegation as it would be just their word
:5% of those                    against that of the police;
and written                  3. They wanted to avoid being remanded in
custody;
z~ssions were                4. They thought they might get a heavier
sentence if they pleaded "not guilty".

                                    rr          .
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                    Dell concluded that inconsistent pleading stems from
a number of factors,
                  which include lack of legal advice and police
persuasion. She suggests that
                  one way of reducing inconsistent pleading is to ensure
that every accused
                  person is allowed to speak to a solicitor before
entering a plea. This is what
                  seems to happen in the Crown Court, where inconsistent
pleading was not
                  found to be a problem.
                    A study by Bottoms and McClean (1976) also indicated
that some defendants
                  may plead guilty to offences of which they are
innocent for some instrumental
                  gain (e.g. the probability of a lower sentence). The
young and socially
                  disadvantaged were most likely to plead guilty.
Eighteen per cent of
/
                  defendants were suspected of having pleaded guilty to
an offence of which
                  they were innocent. Bottoms and McClean recommended
that the court should
                  carefully examine guilty pleas before accepting them.
                    There have, of course, been many changes within the
British judicial system
                  since the Dell and Bottoms and McClean studies.
Perhaps most importantly,
                  legal representation in the Magistrates' Court is now
commonplace and more
                  detainees are being interviewed in the presence of a
solicitor. However, this
                  does not mean that some defendants do not still plead
guilty in the
                  Magistrates' Court to offences they have not
committed. In fact, solicitors
                  may advise their clients to plead guilty to certain
offences where they are
                  likely to be found guilty in any case, irrespective of
their guilt or innocence,
                  as a guilty plea typically results in a less severe
sentence. Furthermore, some
                  innocent defendants may plead guilty to charges as a
way of avoiding being
                  remanded in custody or having their case delayed.
                    Fin~Uy, on a related theme, plea-bargaining, a
procedure which is more
                  common and formalized in the United Statesof America
than it is in England,
                  encourages defendants to plead guilty to offences in
exchange for a lcsser
                  penalty (Bordens and Bassett, 1985).     -

                              THE CAUSES OF FALSE CONFESSIONS
                  What are the principal causes of false confession?
According to Munsterberg
                  (1908), who was the first psychologist to write on the
topic, a false confession
                  can be elicited when emotional shock distorts people's



memory during
                  interrogation. Munsterberg viewed a false confession
very much as a normal
                  phenomenon which was triggered by unusual
circumstances.
                    Undoubtedly, there are a number of different causes,
or indeed different
                  combinations of factors, which depend upon the
individual case. However,
                  Kennedy (1986) considers that "over-zealousness" on
the part of the police
                  officer is the single most common cause. The process
involves the police having
                  some circumstantial piece of evidence connecting a
person to the alleged
                  crime. Being highly motivated to obtain results, the
police:

                    ..... allow their suspicions to harden into
certainty. Believing they are serving
                    the best interests of justice, they then:
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*rs,                    (a) Try to browbeat the suspect into a
confession.
mt                      (b) Pressurize witnesses to say what they want
them to say.
sed                     (c) Suppress or ignore the evidence of other
witnesses whose evidence is
                          favourable to the accused.
iat                     (d) "Lose" documents such as timesheets that
support the accused's alibi."
aot
                    Kennedy's observation summarizes well the kind of
police procedural factors
nts                 that can lead to wrongful conviction. These are
consistent with the results
tal                 from the descriptive studies discussed above with
regard to miscarriages of
ilY                 justice.
 of                   Kennedy gives an excellent illustration of how the
above process led to the
inch                wrongful conviction and subsequent imprisonment of
Noel Fellows. Fellows
uld                 was a former policeman who was working as a taxi-
driver when he was
                    arrested in 1970 for the murder of a 67-year-old
debt-collector. Unfortunately
em                  for Fellows, his mother-in-law's name had been
discovered in the dead man's
;ly,                collection book and a witness alleged that he had
seen the victim get into
ore                 a taxi on the day of his murder.



his                   With these two flimsy pieces of evidence the
police became convinced that
:he                 Fellows was the murderer. He was subjected to
intensive police interrogation
ors                 for about 6 hours, during which he made no self-
incriminating admissions.
ire                 The police then "persuaded" witnesses that Fellows
had a grudge against
ce,                 the victim, whom Fellows had never met. The police
then suppressed evidence
me                  which was favourable to Fellows and the taxi firm's
records, which showed
    -.              where Fellows was working at the time of the alleged
murder, went "missing".
                    As a result, it was not possible to corroborate
Fellows' alibi.
ore                   Fellows was subsequently convicted of manslaughter
and received a 7-year
nd,                 prison sentence. He was released on parole after
serying 4 years in prison
ser                 for a crime he never committed. Several years later
the real murderer was
                    apprehended and in July 1985 Fellows' conviction was
quashed by the Court
                    of Appeal
                      What Kennedy's elegant framework does not broach
are the kinds
                    of psychological factors that can make some
individuals susceptible to
~rg                 making a false confession. Although Fellows never
confessed to the
ion                 murder of the debt-collector, extracts from his book
(Fellows, 1986)
ing                 give an important illustration of the type of
interrogation techniques and
nal                 psychological factors that can result in a false
confession in vulnerable
                    individuals.
ent
                      "By this time, the adrenalin was flowing and I
could feel the sensation of fear
'er,                  creeping upon me. What on earth is happening? I
thought to myself. They
ice                   wouldn't invent things like this" (p. 15).
ing
~ed                   "The fear grew as Mounsey started to say things
like, 'We know you've done
                      it, lad, Why don't you get it off your chest? We
know you didn't really mean
                      to kill him.' As I continued to plead my
innocence, he became more determined.
                      He started shouting and banging his fist upon the
table. By this time fear had
                      totally engulfed me and I just broke down. I could
not control my emotions. As I
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                    tried to fight the tears back, they just kept on
flowing. Deep shock set in and
                    I was inwardly fighting to get words out of my
mouth" (p. 15)

                    "Six hours of intense questioning and still they
didn't believe a word I said.
                    All I repeated throughout that time was that I had
never met the man and that
                    I had absolutely nothing to do with the offence. By
now signs of tiredness and
                    frustration appeared in both their faces and voices.
The tension mounted and
                    they became more irate. We had gone full circle and
were back to the more
                    aggressive style of injecting fear by shouting
accusations and desk-banging with
                    clenched fists. This approach certainly worked to
raise the level of fear within
                    me, but if you are innocent, how can you confess to
something you haven't done?"
/
                    (p. 18).
                   Undoubtedly, there are a number of different
psychological reasons why
                  people confess to crimes they have not committed.
Based on obser~M4e~ of
                  anecdotal cases reported in the literature, and
j~ychological  eories of
                  attitude change, Kassin and Wrightsman (1985)  gge
hree psyc~egi~Ily
       »=          distinct types of false confession. These they call
tl~-~'et(intary", the "coerced-
                  compliant" and the "coerced-internalized" types
respectively. Kassin and
                  Wrightsman discuss these types as if they are mutually
exclusive. As will
                  be discussed below, I will argue that in some cases
there may be a certain
                  overlap between two or more of these psychological
types.

                  Voluntary False Confessions
                  Voluntary false confessions are offered by
in~lividuals without any external
                  pressure from the police. Commonly these individuals
go voluntarily to the
                  police sgation and inform the police that they have
committed the crime in
                  question. They may have read about the ciime in a
newspaper or seen it
                  reported on television. Alternatively, no crime may
have been committed and
                  the individual may be deliberately misleading the
police, or believe
                  mistakenly that he or she has committed a crime.
                   Kassin and Wrightsman give three reasons why people



voluntarily give
                  a false confession. They indicate that the most
important reason could be a
                  "morbid desire for notoriety" (p. 76). That is, the
individual has a pathological
                  need to become infamous, even if it means having to
face the prospect of
                  punishment, including imprisonment. Kassin and
Wrightsman use the fact
                  that over 200 people confessed falsely to the famous
Lindbergh kidnapping
                  as a good example of voluntary false confessions being
the result of desire
                  for notoriety.
                   The second reason for voluntary false confession,
according to Kassin and
                  Wrightsman, is the person's "unconscious need to
expiate guilt over previous
                  transgressions via self-punishment" (p. 77). In my
view, the guilt over previous
                  transgressions can relate to some imagined act as well
as a real one.
                  Furthermore, there is no reason to believe that the
"guilt" has invariably to be
                  linked to some previous identifiable transgression. In
fact, the feeling of guilt
                  may be generalized, rather than caused by specific
transgression. For example,

                      TV     --                ~.
~-               -.
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 and                    Gudjonsson and Roberts (1983) found, in their
study of "secondary
                        psychopaths", that the subjects' poor self-
concept and high trait anxiety were

 aid.                   reflected in a constant feeling of guilt,
regardless of whether or not they were
 hat                    reporting a dishonest act. In contrast, normal
subjects only rated themselves
 and                    as feeling guilty after they had violated some
specific norms of behaviour.
 and                    One implication of the findings is that some
individuals have a high level
 iore                   of generalized guilt, which is not related to a
specific transgression, and this
 vith                       influence a range of their behaviours,
including their need to volunteer
~hia                    may
                        a false confession.



                          The third main reason why people may give a
voluntary false confession
                        occurs when people are unable to distinguish
between facts and fantasy.
15 why                  In other words, they are unable to differentiate
between real events (i.e.
ions of                 events actually experienced) and events which
originate in their thinking,
ries of                 imagination or planning. It was argued in
Chapter 5 that such a break-
gically                 down in "reality monitoring" (Johnson and Raye,
1981) is normally
aerced-                 associated with major psychiatric illness, such
as schizophrenia, but it may
in and                  be found in a mild form in normal everyday
behaviour (Cohen, Eysenck and
\s will                 Levoi, 1986).
:ertain                   Another important reason why people may
volunteer a false confession is
                        in order to assist or protect the real culprit.
This may be a common reason
                        in minor cases, but in rare instances it may
also be found in major criminal             in
                        cases, such as homicide.
     - -                  There is some evidence that confessing to
crimes in order to protect somebody          -
Kternal                 else (e.g. a fri?nd) may be common among
juvenile delinquents. For example,
* to the                Richardson (1991) found that, out of 60
residents in a specialized forensic unit
ime in                  for juveniles, f4 (23%) claimed to have made a
falsesonfession to the police
seen it                 (they had nothing to gain by saying so at the
tim&of the study); all said the
~ed and                 reason had been to prot'ect a friend or a
relative from possible prosecution.
believe                   It is not known how often voluntary false
confessions occur or how easily
                        they are recognized by police officers.
ly give
Id be a                 Coerced-compliant False Confessions
Aogical
*pect of                The coerced-compliant type of false confession
results from the pressures of
~he fact                coerciveness of the interrogation process. The
suspect does not confess
tapping                 voluntarily, but comes to give in to the demands
and pressures of the
 desire                 interrogators for some immediate instrumental
gain. Kassin and Wrightsman
                        (1985) define compliance, in the context of this
type of false confession:
sin and
revious                    . . . as an overt, public acquiescence to a
social influence attempt in order to
revious                   achieve some immediate instrumental gain" (p.
77).
al one.                 The perceived instrumental gain may include the
following:
)ly to be
of guilt                1. Being allowed to go home after confessing;



'cample,                2. Bringing the interview to an end;

                                           0
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                   3. A means of coping with the demand characteristics,
including the
                      perceived pressure, of the situation;
                   4. Avoidance of being locked up in police custody.

                     The suspect's perceived immediate instrumental gain
of confessing has to
                   do with an escape from a stressful or an intolerable
situation. The suspect
                   may be vaguely or fully aware of the potential
consequences of making the
                   self-incriminating confession, but the perceived
immediate gains outweigh
                   the perceived and uncertain long-term consequences.
In addition, making a
/
                   false self-incriminating admission or confession is
perceived as more desirable
                   in the short term than the perceived "punishment" of
continued silence or
                   denial.
                     Suspects may naively believe that somehow the truth
will come out
                   later, or that their solicitor will be able to
rectify their false confes-
                   sion.

                   Cocerced-internalized False Confessions

                   Coerced-internalized false confessions occur when
suspects come to believe
                   during police interviewing that they have committed
the crime they are
                   accused of, even though they have no actual memory of
having committed
                   the crime. Gudjonsson and MacKeith (1982).. argue
that this kind of false
                   confession results from a "memory distrust syndrome",
where the suspect
                   distrusts" his own memory and begins to rely on
external sources of
                   information. This syndrome is associated with two
kinds of distinct
                   conditions.
                     The first kind is where the suspect has no memory



of the alleged
                   offence, even if he or she committed it. This, as we
saw in Chapter 5,
                   may be due to amnesia or alcohol-induced memory
problems. In cases
                   where suspects did not commit the crime they are
accused of, they may have
                   no clear memory of not having done so. In other
words, these people have
                   no clear recollection of what they were doing at the
time the alleged offence
                   was committed and come to believe that they must have
committed the
                   offence.
                     The second type of memory distrust syndrome relates
to suspects who, at
                   the beginning of the police interview, have clear
recollection of not having
                   committed the alleged offence, but because of subtle
manipulative influences
                   by the interrogator they gradually begin to distrust
their own recollections
                   and beliefs. Ofshe (1989) conceptualizes this type of
coerced-internalized false
                   confession as analogous to "thought reform". That is,
coercive and
                   manipulative interrogation tactics and techniques
induce in suspects
                   "sufficient self-doubt and confusion to cause them to
adjust their perceptions
                   of reality" (pp. 4-5).

~E9~               __       I       --
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g the                                THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS OF
                               THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF FALSE CONFESSION

                       Several conclusions can be drawn about the nature
and implications of

~as to                 voluntary false confessions. First, voluntary
confessions which are given
                       because of "morbid desire for notoriety" are
probably best construed as a
ispect                 pathological attempt to enhance self-esteem. The
basic assumption here is
ig the                 that these individuals are experiencing marked
feelings of inadequacy and
~veigh                 have a strong need for recognition, even if it
means being identified and
.Ing a                 labelled as a "criminal" and being punished for



something they did not do.
irable
~ce or                  People who confess in order to aid or protect
the real criminal are
                       undoubtedly the least psychologically disturbed
of all the voluntary
e out                  confessors. The motive, in general, is unlikely
to arise from mental illness
                       or pathological feelings of inadequacy. Rather
the person makes a decision,
~nfes-                 which indeed may be a quite rational decision, to
volunteer a confession so
                       that somebody else is spared the potential penal
consequences of the crime
                       committed (e.g. in the case of juveniles the
younger ones may falsely confess
                       to protect older ones from prosecution). This
type of false confession does not
                       always have to be given voluntarily. It can arise
out of police interrogation
                       where the person is a suspect in the case, but he
or she realizes that, unless
elieve                 a confession is made, the real offender, who may
be somebody close to them,
y are                  is likely to be apprehended. Being faced with two
undesirable alternatives,
ni~ted                 the person chooses to make a false, self-
incriminating confession rather than
 fafse                 chance the apprehension of the real offender.
ispect                  A false confe~sion which is given in an attempt
to re~lieve guilt, whether
:es of                 generalized or concerned with some specific
previoi~s transgression, would
stinct                 be most likely to be assoc~iated with depressive
symptoms or illness. However,
                       a very small proportion of all depressed people
appear to actually volunteer
Ileged                 a confession to the police concerning a crime
they have not committed.
ter 5,                 Probably important mediating variables, which
will be illustrated by case
cases                  reports in Chapter 11, are related to the
depressed person's personality.
have                    False voluntary confessions which arise because
the person is unable to
have                   distinguish between fantasy and reality are most
likely to arise in cases of
ifence                 mental illness, such as schizophrenia. Here the
people's perceptions of reality
A the                  are distorted and their thought processes are
adversely affected. These
                       people's false confessions result from a false
belief, without there necessarily
ho, at                 being a strong feeling of guilt attached to the
perceived criminal act.
aving                   Kassin and Wrightsman (1985) highlight two
potentially important
iences                 implications concerning differences between
coerced-compliant and coerced-
ctions                 internalized false confessions. The first refers
to the timing of the suspect's



I false                subsequent retraction of the confession. The
other relates to the type of
 and                   interrogation techniques that are most likely to
elicit compliant and
spects                 internalized false confessions.
ptions                  coerced-compliant false confessors are likely to
retract or withdraw their
                I      false confession as soon as the immediate
pressures are over (e.g. when seen by

                                                -................--
~-~-*~*~-
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                    a solicitor or a relative after being charged).
Coerced-internalized false
                    confessors, on the other hand, will only retract
after they themselves have
                    become convinced, or suspect, that they are innocent
of the crime they are
                    accused of. How long this takes depends on the
individual case (Ofshe, 1989,
                    1991b). In one case reported by Ofshe (1991b), it
took months before the
                    defendant realized that he had not committed the
crime of which he was
                    accused. The critical issue is to what extent, if at
all, the suspect's original
                    memory for events becomes permanently distorted as
the result of coercive
                    and manipulative police interviewing.
/
                      Kassin and Wrightsman (1985) state that what is
most concerning about
                    coerced-internalized false confessions

                         * . is that the suspect's memory of his or her
own actions may be altered,
                       making its original contents potentially
irretrievable" (p. 78).
   j
                    If the internalized false confessor's memory is
potentially permanently altered
                    during police interrogation, as Kassin and
Wrightsman argue, then the
                    implications are very serious. That is, innocent
people potentially remain
                    permanently convinced that they have committed a
crime of which in fact
                    they are innocent. Gudjonsson and Lebegue (1989)
provide some evidenoe that
                    the original memory may not necessarily be as



permanently distorted, as
                    Kassin and Wrightsman suggest.
                      Ofshe (1989) also reports cases in which suspects
were induced to make
                    coerced-internalized false confessions which were
repudiated as soon as the
                    social enyironment that supported them was
disturbed. The limited empirical
                    evidence that is available suggests that coerced
false confessions are believed
                    when they are made but, like other externally
generated perceptions (e.g.
                    the production of thought reform), are highly
unstable (Ofshe, 1991a).
                      Kassin ~nd Wrightsman discuss two separate
processes whereby coerced-
                    internalized false confessions can occur. One type
of process involves "a trance-
                    like state of heightened suggestibility", similar to
that found in hypnosis
                    (Foster, 1969), whereas the other proposed process
results from changes in
                    "self-perception" and relates to the classic work of
Bem (1966) and Lepper
                    (1982).
                      The precise factors that determine whether or not
a false confession is going
                    to become internalized are not fully understood. One
powerful determining
                    factor is probably the type of interrogation
techniques utilized by the police.
                      Kassin and Wrightsman argue, on the basis of
"self-perception" theory
                    (Lepper, 1982), that coerced-compliant false
confessions are most likely to
                    occur when "powerful and highly salient techniques
of social control" are
                    utilized, whereas "internalization is best achieved
through more subtle, less
                    coercive methods" (p. 77). Similar arguments have
been put forward by Bern
                    (1967) in relation to false confession.
                      Ofshe (1989) attempted to explore the process
whereby people come to falsely
                    believe, as the result of interrogation, that they
have committed a serious

~iL
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                      crime for which they have no memory. Lie looked
closely at four cases of
 ise                  coerced-internalized false confessors and stated:
 ive
 are                    "The four people whose interrogations are
commented on here are victims of
 89,                    the unconscious use of the sorts of
interrogation tactics commonly practised
 the                    throughout the United States. All four displayed
substantial belief change and,
                        for varying periods of time, became convinced
that they had committed the
 .vas                   crimes of which they were accused. They each
came to believe in their guilt
 nal                    and acted on this belief by confessing. They
confessed despite having no memory
 live                   of the crime that they had supposedly committed"
(p. 3).

 tout                   Ofshe argues that the primary mechanism consists
of inducing sufficient
                      self-doubt and confusion in the suspects' minds to
permit the alteration in
                      their perceptions of reality. This involves the
interrogator successfully
                      convincing the suspects that:

                      1. There is incontrovertible evidence that they
committed the crime they
~red                     are accused of, even though they have no
recollection of it;
 the                  2. There is a good and valid reason why they have
no memory of having
lain                     committed the crime.
 fact                 The types of interrogation techniques and tactics
that appear to increase the
that                  likelihood of coerced-internalized false
confessions (Ofshe, 1989) are as follows:
1, as
                      1. The interrogator repeatedly states, with great
confidence, his belief in
                         the suspect's guilt.
 the -                2. The suspect is isolated from people who
undermine or contradict the
rical                    interrogator'~ premise of the suspect's guilt.
In additioh, information that
eyed                     contradicts the interrogator's premise is
concealed from the suspect.
(e.g.                 3. Typically there is lengthy interrogation and
donsiderable emotional

rced-                    intensity.
                         The interrogat6r repeatedly claims that there
is incontrovertible scientific
~nce-                    proof of the suspect's guilt.
00S15                 5. The suspect is repeatedly reminded about his or
her previous memory



es in                    problems or blackouts, when these exist. When
these do not exist the
'pper                    interrogator argues for the existence of a
mental disorder that would
                         explain the lack of memory for the crime (e.g.
multiple personality,
Qing                     dissociation, etc.). These ploys tend to
undermine the confidence that
 ling                    suspects have in their ability to accurately
recall that they had not
 lice,                   committed the alleged crime.
eory                  6. The interrogator demands that the suspect
accepts his premises and
 y to                    explanations of the alleged crime.
 are                  7. The interrogator attempts to induce fear in the
suspect's mind about the
',less                   potential consequences of repeated denials.
Ofshe maintains that tactics
Bem                      of interrogation in which American
interrogators are trained will render
                         them able to produce the result without being
aware that they are
ilsely                   generating false confession.
rious
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                    Not all of the above tactics and techniques are
likely to be evident in every
                  case of coerced-internalized false confession, but
they are the type of factors
                  that facilitate the process. What seems to happen is
that these tactics and
                  techniques make the suspect lose confidence in his
memory, he becomes very
                  confused about what is happening, and as a result is
unable critically and
                  rationally to evaluate the predicament he finds
himself in.
                    The four individuals that comprise Ofshe's small
study of coerced-
                  internalized false confessors had all been assessed
psychologically. None of
                  them were considered mentally ill. Three common
personality factors were
                  evident, although not particularly extreme:
/
                  1. Good trust of people in authority;
                  2. Lack of self-confidence;
                  3. Heightened suggestibility.



                  Ofshe argues that these personality characteristics
made the false confessors
                  vulnerable to the influence of manipulative forms of
interrogation. In his view,
                  these vulnerabilities "probably contributed most
significantly to the speed
                  with ~ hich the process of thought reform could be
carried out" (p. 14). The
                  implication is that suspects who are not in any
significant way psychologically
                  vulnerable at the beginning of the interrogation can
make coerced.
                  internalized confessions, provided they are
interrogated for extensive periods
                  of time and the "relevant" techniques and tactics are
used by interrogators.
                    Ofshe (personal communication) believes that
coerced-internalized false
                  confessions are typically characterized by tentative
expressions, such as "I
                  guess I must have", and "I think I did this ne,it".

                                        CONCLUSIONS

                  The literature on false confession has been reviewed
and discussed within
                  the context of miscarriages of justice. False
confessions, which most commonly
                  result from psychological coercion during police
interrogation, are known to
                  be the cause of wrongful conviction in a sizeable
proportion of all cases where
                  miscarriages of justice have occurred. The English
Criminal Justice System,
                  unlike that in Scotland and the United States of
America, requires no
                  corroboration with regard to confession evidence
(Pattenden, 1991). In other
                  words, in England defendants can be convicted on
confession evidence alone,
                  even in the most serious of cases, such as those
involving terrorism and
                  murder.
                    Once a confession has been obtained by the police,
the likelihood of a
                  conviction is greatly enhanced. When a miscarriage of
justice is alleged or
                  suspected to have occurred, there are certain "appeal"
procedures which are
                  supposed to operate as a "safety net". There are at
least three problems with
                  these procedures as far as false confession cases are
concerned:
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.'ery                 1. The Court of Appeal confines itself to
questions of law and "new evidence"
tors                     and does not specifically deal with questions
related to guilt or innocence;
and                   2. The "new evidence" that is required to satisfy
the Court of Appeal that
:ery                     wrongful conviction has occurred is in the
great majority of cases very
and                      hard or impossible to come by. Such evidence is
generally discovered
                         because of the hard, and commonly unpaid, work
of some dedicated          -~
ced-                     individuals, who believe in the defendant's
innocence and fight, sometimes
ie of                    for many years and against all odds, in order
for justice to be done;
vere                  3. Studies into miscarriages of justice indicate
that the judiciary itself is
                         very bad at discovering, admitting to, and
doing something about, the
                         errors which they make.

                       There are three distinct types of false
confession, which are referred to as
                      "voluntary", "coerced-compliant", and "coerced-
internalized". Each type has
                      a distinctive set of antecedents, conditions and
psychological consequences.
sors                  Much of the early knowledge about the psychology
of "coerced" false
iew,                  confessions came from research into attitude
change within the field of social
)eed                  psychology. Of particular importance is the
extensive work that has been
The                   carried out into coercive persuasion among
communist interrogators. This
ally                  has provided valuable empirical findings which
have resulted in extensive
ced-                  theoretical formulations and developments. What is
now needed is a more
iods                  detailed study of individual cases where people
falsely confessed to serious
ors.
                      crime of which they are subsequently proven
innocent, Of particular
     -                importance would be a careful analysis of the
lan~iage structure used by
S I                   false confessors during interrogation, which maj
be linguistically

                      distinguishable' from genuine confessions.    -
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